How to Improve Amazon Inventory Management
A big part of Amazon's sales were from 3rd party vendors. Selling on Amazon can be
fulfilling, however, it's anything but a simple undertaking, particularly once you begin
selling in volume. As your requests increment, so will your inventory needs. To be
effective, you should have a strong inventory management methodology.

Why great inventory management is so important for Amazon sellers:
Here are the primary reasons why it's basic to assume responsibility for your Amazon
inventory:
● Attract customers and make sales – If you continually run unavailable, your
clients will shop your rivals.
● Decrease inventory costs – Having an excess of inventory ties up your cash in
unsold products and added storage costs.
● Lessen inventory misfortunes – If you continually screen your inventory levels,
you can decrease misfortunes from bungled storage, accepting mistakes, and
representative robbery.
● Decrease deterioration – If you sell short-lived things, inventory management
causes you to track sell-by dates and keep away from misfortunes because of
ruined or unsellable merchandise.
Almost 50% of private ventures don't have a decent inventory management framework
set up, however, it's anything but difficult to deal with your Amazon inventory.

Tips to Improve Amazon Inventory Management
1. Use Amazon inventory management software
Amazon FBA inventory management software is intended to help Amazon vendors
spare time when following inventory and shipments. Physically following your inventory
on records or bookkeeping pages is tedious and inclined to mistake. Amazon Inventory
software is the most ideal approach to robotize your inventory management errands and
ensure that you convey enough, however not all that much, inventory consistently.
Retailers regularly observe an almost 40% expansion in their inventory proficiency with
the utilization of the best amazon inventory management software.
Amazon inventory management tools show you the amount of everything you sell on
Amazon on a day by day, week after week, and month to month premise. You would
then be able to plot out patterns to decide required inventory levels for items over
various periods. This far-reaching take a gander at your sales and inventory patterns is
vital to settling on sound buying choices.
2. Comprehend your inventory turnover rate
How quickly you sell through your Amazon inventory is normally called your inventory
turnover rate. By and large, how quickly your items sell on Amazon. With this data, you
can assess how much stock you need to request to keep up stock levels between
inventory shipments. It additionally causes you to abstain from over-purchasing or
under-purchasing when you reorder stock.
3. Comprehend your inventory network lead times
Your store network alludes to inventory development from starting sourcing to an
appearance in your distribution center. Lead time is the time it takes for stock to show
up once requested. By understanding your production network and lead times, you can
recognize the who, what, where, and when engaged with sourcing, accepting, and
putting away your Amazon inventory.
4. Plan for occasional sales changes
Occasional interest and Christmas shopping influence inventory due to tops in client
interest and expanded provider turn-times. It's significant to know which things will be
quick moving when, and which items are moderate movers during specific seasons.
It's critical to gauge your inventory levels, in any event, a few months ahead of time.
You'll need to increment requested amounts of merchandise sought after during top
sales cycles and abatement your requests on items that are unavailable.

5. Consider dropshipping as an option in contrast to loading inventory
With dropshipping, your item maker keeps up the inventory and ships stock
straightforwardly to clients for your sake when you make a deal. Dropshipping is safer
since you don't need to buy stock in advance that might sell. Additionally with
outsourcing, you don't have to pay for storage space.

